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New Moon in Taurus Wednesday April 26th 8:17 AM 2017 EST
Venus ingress Aries Friday April 28th 9:14 AM

Mercury direct in Aries Wednesday May 3rd 12:34 PM
Moon's north node ingress Leo Tuesday May 9th 2:08 PM

Full Moon in Scorpio Wednesday May 10th 5:44 PM
Mercury ingress Taurus Tuesday May 16th 12:08 AM

Jupiter retrograde in Libra quincunx Neptune in Pisces Wednesday May 17th
Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius trine Uranus in Aries Friday May 19th

Sun ingress Gemini Saturday May 20th 4:32 PM
Next new Moon in Gemini Thursday May 25th 3:46 PM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Mercury Uranus
Mercury Saturn
Mercury Chiron
YOD
Ceres Vesta
Saturn Ceres
Vesta

retrograde (Aries) (Aries)
retrograde (Aries) (Sagittarius)
retrograde (Aries) (Pisces)

(Taurus) (Cancer)
retrograde (Sagittarius) both (Taurus) and

(Cancer)

conjunct
trine
semi-sextile

sextile
quincunx

T
his Taurus Moon cycle can for many feel like a relief if their life has been unusually
active or dramatic. There is lots going on socially and many if not all communities are in
some way redefining themselves. This social dynamic will effect the individual in that the

invention or formulation of a new identity may be underway. Many will be wondering what is
going on in their community as many seem to be acting differently than one might expect.
Perhaps it is that many if not all individuals are in some way seeking their sovereignty or seeking
to know their value and significance socially. Many are wanting to do things their own way and
no matter what others tell them they are going to choose what they feel is right for them. Those
who typically in the past may have been able to influence others may be finding that others are
no longer desiring their step by step approach. Relationships have been on the rise in the last year
and many are also being forgotten as quickly as they were created. There are many relationships
which are thriving and are beneficial for all involved. The thing which makes a partnership work,
especially a new partnership, is the ability to allow whoever you are relating with to have their
own unique belief or approach or set of actions while this is all extended to you. The reality of
the last eighteen months has been to identify what is significant and what is frivolous or what is a
waste of time. The new Moon in Taurus will inspire many to seek simplicity and security as
opposed to following far out ideals as if they are real. Stories or ideas which cannot satisfy an
immediate need to feel security will begin to receive less and less energy and interest. The sense
that one's health was demanding their attention in this last eighteen period was very real as well.
Again the sense that one has had enough of make believe or fake truth has brought out an
increased degree of discernment. This Moon cycle will host the Moon's nodal ingress into Leo
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and Aquarius. As many seek simplicity or what they may think of as reality, a letting go of
fantasy and make belief, a letting go of pretending to be someone one is not, will switch to being
realistic about how one is significant. Many will seek admiration, others will simple feel inspired
to be themselves because they truly believe in themselves. This is an identity that will begin to
formulate within those who are seeking security and foundational practicality. This growing self
confidence and self respect will continue long after this Taurus Moon cycle. They will begin to
access their own sense of self confidence and begin to feel a self trust growing within them.
Some social or public models will be challenged however as certain leaders lose their prominent
position and or respect and new leaders being to arrive. These new leaders will however be first
and foremost peoples of confidence and conviction, their leader ship role, if it happens, simple a
by product of their integrity.

Unusual or unexpected statements can occur, things are said unexpectedly. If some strange things
do get said a follow up may be triggered or inspired where simple basic understanding is focused
on such that this unexpected idea can be made sense of. A need or inclination to keep things
simple in how one speaks is also present. The way to make something practical or to allow an
idea to be of value the basic fundamental concept of that idea will be looked into. Some will be
brilliant yet will be impulsive and spontaneous in how they speak. Rules of the game, whatever
game an individual is involved with, may be reiterated, or someone may not seem to be playing
by the rules, or someone may be playing by old rules which they seem unaware are now
redundant. The game could be the need to be respected or acknowledged when working with
public, to be successful at one's job or profession, to be focused and clear with the public when
socializing. An ongoing desire to seek clarity as to how one's religious or spiritual beliefs fit into
their day to day affairs can cause one to question rules which they are expected to follow at work
or when dealing with the public. This could also be the questioning of rules by the so called
leader or authority of the religious or spiritual belief. It can lead to a resolution of beliefs in this
area if the individual involved can trust their feelings and their sense of humanity and allow
some old authorities to simple fade as new ideas inspire their own unique evolution of
awareness.

Peoples reality, for the most part is increasing. ""Increasing meaning more of what is really going
on is being revealed, not really because it was one's decision to reveal things, it's more like there
is such revolution going on in every layer of our reality that things can not help but be exposed.
Many hidden programs in place for many many years, for example may be now exposed, as
those who are involved with these so called agenda affairs are dealing with an unstoppable
massive revolution. We are barely half way though this so there will be several years yet of
revealing and exposing. What is being effected is the control infrastructure like say in
governments, or religions, or corporations. What is being exposed is the lack of control some of
these puppet controllers really have. Many hidden powers are being revealed. The harmonic of
this infrastructure revolution is true to the power of creation and Creator, as in all is energy, or
everything which exists is aware of all else which exists, and this goes hand in hand with the idea
that thought creates. The integrity of Creator's infinite perfection, or big time balance if you will,
is sustained throughout this revolution. However structure, as in power and control structure,
which do not affiliate with the harmonic or Creator's perfection will not do so well, many if not
all of these non-absolute control structures will collapses, many already have.
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
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With this Moon cycle beginning in Taurus the focus will be on personal beliefs and thoughts
which spring from issues pertaining to foundation and security. The current report, including the
fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of experiencing and witnessing
these beliefs as they flood into the mind and are extended to others through communication.
Thoughts and ideas communicated reveal beliefs which have been encouraged by notions which
detail where security comes from. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the influence behind
the beliefs becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Taurus have a natural propensity to
seek solid ground through beliefs, they know value as it is measured in the comfort and security
beliefs support. They naturally locate a steadiness within a sea of communicated ideas. Not to
exclude others as we all have Taurus somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following
is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Taurus propensity for
locating and being steady. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify a basic location or activity where an
individual can find or manifest into their experience comfort and security and thus create added
meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I manifest a natural comfort and steadiness …

Aries: by valuing and trusting what I see and witness right there in front me.

Pisces: by listening for and speaking from basic understanding.

Aquarius: by trusting my feelings and extending this to self acceptance.

Capricorn: by being selective as I accept those ideas which will facilitate inspired action.

Sagittarius: by being discerning and realistic as I focus specifically on what is my own concern.

Scorpio: by accepting my partner for what is mirrored back to me.

Libra: by paying attention to the common ground which prevails from my partnerships.

Virgo: by allowing myself to discover the unifying nature of the Earth, no matter where I find
myself upon her.

Leo: by bringing a realistic and solid foundation to the public I serve.

Cancer: by keeping my involvement with friends and community simple.

Gemini: by allowing myself to merge with nature and accept her constant state of welcoming as
she provides for her entire organic family.
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January 10th

March 4th

March 17th & 18th

April 15th & 16th

June 17th, 18th & 19th

July  11th & 12th

September 6th & 7th

September 20th & 21st

October 19th & 20th

December 18th, 19th & 20th

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Fourteen Period Format
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altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or so
previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

01 Wednesday April 26th 8:17 AM EST - new Moon in Taurus
An effort to know and discover one's own sovereignty continues as the real space of steadiness
and foundation is of increasing interest. However it may be challenging to find steadiness as the
mind seems hi-jacked by things which are unusual. Shocking things are not forgotten. Typically
things unusual can be classified as unreal, fantasy, or delusion, and put aside, however in this
case it's as if one's mind can't so easily release something. It may be associated with ideas
concerning who one is socially or the degree to which one is satisfied by their own
independence. It can also manifest as a competitiveness. Ideas can be fast unexpected and even
aggressive. There is also a opportunity for partnership harmony and mutual support yet the
individuals who make up the partnership must recognize the need for each other to act
independently. The foundational quality of the new Moon in Taurus can be intended into being.
This would work well if individuals seek simplicity and seek a practicality which may mean an
increased strength by slowing down. This may be a good time to limit activity to those things
which are most practical. There is a strong impetus to be overly conversational. Again it is
perhaps wise to acknowledge the value of quiet contemplation and simplicity. There is an
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indication that one's mind is alert yet this alertness may be directed to things in one's past, things
which are unresolved and therefore return to occupy one's mind. Those who are dedicated and
committed to some particular agenda, especially if it involves a family thing, or some noble
deed, or going the extra distance to assist another, can find power in this Moon cycle. This would
include being considerate and acknowledging of the Earth. A strong commitment to being
grounding in one way yet active in another can be functional. In this case the activity is well
organized and scheduled. This is a Moon cycle where an individual's independent nature would
do well to seek a comforting relationship with the Earth.

Shocking words can be flying about. Unexpectedly someone says something which can be
unusual, especially coming from them. Caution is noted for operating machinery, intend safety
when operating machinery, includes driving your car. Although the outburst may be spontaneous
the content of what is said will be associated with an unresolved issue an individual has been
living with. In some cases it can be like a volcano erupting. Ideally the individual will be able to
focus on what they need to bring security and comfort into their lives. In this case it is ideas, and
the sharing of information, which can create this security. There is a need to keep it simple as the
individual who seeks security needs it to be foundational security on the most physical level. So
farfetched ideas or unachievable ideas are not going to feel good right now. The focus is on what
is real and doable in order to bring security into one's life. Venus will ingress Aries during this
Taurus Moon transit. The attraction to feeling and being compassionate will shift for many, the
focus and desire switches to getting a move on. It may seem as if some information needs to be
shared or relayed in order that one can maintain or achieve stability in their life. Something to
quite the mind may be necessary. Much internal dialogue can occur. Again the key is to keep it
simply and stay close to the Earth. Being close to nature in a loving way can sooth an overly
aggressive mind.

Seeking security and foundation will cause an individual to venture out into community in order
to handle routine needs. In order to establish foundational security the individual will be specific
as to what is necessary on a most basic level. An increase in sensitivity may be experienced, the
discernment between what is appropriate to augment one's security and what is not necessary can
feel amplified. When seeking what is necessary an amplified sensitivity assists the individual in
deciding what is necessary and what is not. If someone seems overly sensitive when speaking or
sharing information with them they may well be concerned about their security. Or they may be
concerned about a foundational belief or understanding which for them may feel threatened.
With Vesta transiting Cancer some may feel the need to prioritize family or the home, domestic
concerns are important, as if it is a calling and requires a selfless dedication. The need to keep
things simple and straight forward in order to put home or family first may be experienced.
Forces which seem too powerful to overcome may be in play as well, as the revolution occurring
outside the home challenges the way things are typically done by family or in the home. An
impulse to selflessly assist family may occur. A sensitivity to how things are done in one's home
may involve an opinion about a health issue, or a better method of doing something can be an
active topic of discussion. Ideally the realism of the current Taurus Moon cycle will assist those
who could benefit from decreasing the distractions of fantasy and entertainment and to instead
focus on what is practical and real, for themselves, their family, and their home.

02 Wednesday April 27th - Moon enters Gemini 9:40 PM

03 Friday April 29th - Moon enters Cancer 9:49 PM

Venus ingress Aries Friday April 28th 9:14 AM
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04 Sunday May 2nd - Moon enters Leo 12:13 AM

05 Tuesday May 4th - Moon enters Virgo 2:21 PM

06 Friday May 6th - Moon enters Libra 2:21 PM

The Moon will transit both Leo and Virgo before the Moon's north node makes the ingress from
Virgo to Leo during the afternoon of May 9th. The idea and suspicion that things are fake, like
fake news, reflects the wallowing in fantasy indicated by the Moon's node transit. However the
switch on Tuesday will bring many to instead begin to flesh out social elitism such their own
personal significance can grow. Currently as the Moon transits Leo a sense of what one may be
dealing with for the next eighteen months can be revealed. By paying attention to one's
emotional reactions issues involving social significance, external validation, and personal
acceptance can be revealed. Once an individual discovers who determines their significance they
can begin to build a reality which is suited to their clear confident will. Of course it is one's self
alone who validates one's significance and not external social models and customs or the opinion
of others. What is significant however is how one reacts to these opinions. This is why the
current Leo Moon transit can be important, because if there is a potential to react to the opinion
of others regarding one's own significance then it may be fleshed out now.

A final opportunity to extend one's critical nature stretching and piercing the delusions which
have derailed many, including self, exists now as the Moon transits Virgo. Of course there will be
opportunities in the future yet this is especially exaggerated now and will not be available again
like this until summer of 2034. We have been in an eighteen month window which will soon end,
May 9th. This can very well include insight into wellness and health, where an individual is able
to return to wonderful health because they have reduced or let go of some sort of make believe or
fantasy living. The idea is to move into impeccable practically and to do so with an acute critical
nature. Mercury, now direct, indicates an ability to look forward into solutions having recently
had one's mind reviewing issues which require resolution. Mercury was recently retrograde for
three weeks. The feeling that one wants to take practical action is valuable as the clear minded
individual is able to see the folly of having assumed incorrectly that something was significant
beyond it's real value. A practical correction of some sort is now possible. Needless to say this
correction will require admitting something which an individual was unable to do so in the past.
It is a matter of one's physical well being which can draw the line in the sand and ultimately push
an individual forward, turning them toward a new personal agenda of self responsibility.

The nature and agenda of some partnerships may have to be sorted out or brought to a greater
clarity in terms of shared agenda. The need to know the fundamental common agenda which
makes a partnership effective needs to be either clearly known or acted upon. The notion that a
partnership is based on something which is not as real as one may have assumed will surely be
fleshed out as the partnership has been showing signs of disarray. When things are going really
well in a partnership on the other hand there is a spontaneous activity by those involved which is
mutually beneficial. The power of partnership in this regard is felt and known. In order for the
individual to create or maintain the personal security they desire or feel they require partnerships.
Partnerships in this case support the individual's foundation even if in some cases the individual's
ultimate foundation is somewhat independent. However there is a real like to the mutual
foundation they create together. One of the challenging things which can occur now is the

Mercury direct in Aries Wednesday May 3rd 12:34 PM
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accepting of what is an independent concern or interest and what is a mutual interest.
This can bring up the need to accept the independent nature of another when it may have
seemed that one was expecting to be included in something and yet were not. In these
cases it is valuable for the individual to know and realize their partnership is functional
because they are allowed to be independent and are supported for their independence.
"We agree our own independent nature is one of our partnership priorities."

For this entire Moon cycle words may have been and continue to be strong. The need to
state the rules can be added to the things said. It is feeling like it is necessary to repeat
say or inform others of the rules. In some cases unspoken ideas, and again rules, are said
openly. For those who typically keep their ideas and thoughts to themselves a sudden
change in character can occur. Those who withhold their impulses to speak up can suffer
some physical reaction as there may be an energy they are generating which needs to
move. The ingress of the Moon' north node into Leo is a major indicator of an energy
shift which will affect many over the next eighteen months. Ideally the individual will
discover the folly of having their admirable qualities externally validated. Instead their
value to others will be a by-product of their integrity and their inspirational quality. This
will play out most likely in social situations. This more immediate Moon in Scorpio
transition can bring out the need to be close and sensual with another. If there are issues
and challenges coming into this Moon transit and Moon cycle then this Scorpio Moon
transit can flesh out suspicion. It is true one may be able to feel agendas from others,
typically involving values like money or personal comfort or sensuality, yet ideally the
individual will look deep enough into their own history and discover where they gave
their authority over. The immediate situation is relevant as it fleshes out the issue in
terms of how one feels, and so it is the feeling which can lead the individual back to time
and situation where an authority was accepted due to their fear as opposed to their love.
As such the opportunity is to return to the love experience.

07 Sunday May 9th - Moon enters Scorpio 1:02 AM
Moon's north node ingress Leo Tuesday May 9th 2:08 PM
Full Moon in Scorpio Wednesday May 10th 5:44 PM

08 Tuesday May 11th - Moon enters Sagittarius 1:01 PM
This is a good time to be clear as to what actions to move forward with. Those who can feel the
value of speaking up and communicating the important rules of their partnership can now team
up and bring their effectiveness to new levels. As the Moon transits Sagittarius partners will
potentially feel the power that together they create for each other. For them it is a time to take
action, the only communication necessary is the sorting out of immediate minor details. This is a
time where many will experience the quality of their rules, the ones they apply to themselves, the
ones they apply to others, the one's which are applied to others. For many it can feel as if their
public reputation is on the line. For others it can feel like their personal foundation requires
focused attention. Finding security through work and professional activity can be big for many as
well. There may be discussions between bosses and employees or senior position people and
underlings which are some how intentioned to move a situation forward. Typically this is a time
where some want very much to take action and so the conversation they are interested in is that
which pertains to effective actions only. As has been typical in this Moon cycle there will be
those who speak up uncharacteristically and seem to indicate they are more independent than
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others may have realized. Many newly formed partnerships, within the last year, may find
themselves continuing to discover what the new partner is really interested in. Ideally the
individual will trust that their partnerships have a great value to them, a value which supports
their individual concern and interest while at the same time supporting the partnership itself.

A desire to be practical causes many to see or accept a bigger picture which pertains to their local
situation. Many things are different in the shared world right now and most likely will carry on
into the future, certain common things will not likely return. A certain familiarity will become
irrelevant if it is not allowed to evolve toward this new world we are being continually
introduced to. Those who refuse to accept the shared world is being altered will bring to
themselves an accumulating opposition. As the Taurus Moon cycle is about practicality in the
most basic terms and about security the way to achieve and move toward this security is via
acceptance that the bigger picture is dramatically changing. This changing most certainly affects
how the individual will maintain and build their own local security, and it most certainly requires
a different approach than in the past. Capricorn energy is creative, those who can fearlessly look
at big world changes with a sense of adventure and discovery will be more likely to get inspiring
insights augmenting their local interest in personal security. Many things are being revealed now,
specifically this revealing has to do with "authority". Those who have integrated the belief that
they create their world, or who have come to experience that thought creates, will fair far
differently than those who have rejected these notions. So obvious it is that authority is an inner
thing as opposed to an external thing.

Many will experience a relief now as the Moon makes the Aquarius ingress. For some their head,
their mind, their thoughts, seem to relax a bit as compared to what has been occurring recently.
There remains spontaneous actions and assertive individuals doing things typically out of
character yet mentally a calming of the mind may be returning. A powerful course of action
which has been somewhat carefully plotted now begins to move as someone has been appointed
the leader or the guiding light of the plan. There can still be aggressive words, and a creeping
concern as to whether or not one is being respected. As the individual seeks their own personal
security they will feel the need, or urge, to be in someway accepting and allowing professionally.
In some cases the individual will need to call out elitism in order to be the most successful at
their job or work. As the individual is able to be clear from the need to be great in the eyes of
others they will be able to bust some old paradigms concerning who's who in the work place and
instead focus on what's what.

Those who are able to effectively focus on their own personal security and fundamental needs
will be quite accepting of others, their beliefs, their paradigms, their feelings. Even if one has a
differing belief, a respect to allow the beliefs others is an extension of one's own realization that
their belief is their own and it needs to be honored by them. It only stands to reason that this
respect would be extended to another. If on the other hand one is choosing to challenge the
beliefs of others, of their friends, it may indicate that this individual is not feeling secure within

09 Friday May 14th - Moon enters Capricorn 1:39 AM

10 Sunday May 16th - Moon enters Aquarius 1:51 PM

11 Wednesday May 18th - Moon enters Pisces 11:53 PM

Mercury ingress Taurus Tuesday May 16th 12:08 AM

Jupiter retrograde in Libra quincunx Neptune in Pisces Wednesday May 17th

Saturn retrograde in Sagittarius trine Uranus in Aries Friday May 19th
Sun ingress Gemini Saturday May 20th 4:32 PM
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their own paradigm or belief, that their foundational security is not feeling right to them. Many
ideas and beliefs have recently been discarded or at the least reconsidered and adjusted in terms
of their value or importance within one's life. In many cases this discernment had to occur
because one's health was being affected. Conversation can be active with friends and support can
be extended. Ideally the individual will be allowing and be accepting that others have differing
beliefs and make different decisions. It is okay to accept the belief of a friend and to say "I
myself have a different belief". We can be supportive to an individual's will without accepting
their belief as our own and allowing them to know this. It can be a little more challenging if
another insists that we belief what they believe when we do not. Many are seeking individuality
right now and there have been lots of new relationships in the last year, since last summer, which
have been formed around this type of harmony. These relationships are most likely about
accepting the individuality of each other as opposed to believing each others "bible".

The need to be free socially can be triggering feelings right now. A social situation may have in
the last few years become a major influence on the individual and now as the Moon transits Aries
the need to reform or adjust one's involvement may seem necessary. This is about the nature of
one's independent will and how this will has possible been dragged into some social movement.
Those who have been hesitant in taking action, especially if it involves communicating, can
benefit from this Moon ingress yet it may cause one to feel anxious. Those who's sense of
security is not as real as they assume can feel panicked and shaky. The need to take some action
can cause some to feel edgy and unsettled. Others will feel great as they spring into some
unexpected spontaneous action. With Mars in Gemini, and the Sun also now in Gemini, the Aries
Moon transit can again, as previous in this Moon cycle, trigger conversation, or at least an
announcement by those who typically remain quite. Those who have a propensity to be talkative
will most likely be very verbal now. Mercury is now direct and settled into Taurus, moving this
Gemini energy through the use of machinery increases, and remember it is never a bad idea to
intend safety. Exciting ideas will trigger activity and perhaps lead to even more ideas and
insights. One's sense of responsibility may be challenged especially if there is a mutually agreed
upon process or activity which is in play. It may feel that there is something expected of one yet
at the same time a sense of acting independently also rises. Ideally the individual will have their
independent activity while satisfying partnership commitments.

In the next eighteen month period pride and self significance will grow to be a significant issue
for many. As the Moon returns to Taurus a feeling that it is important to keep things simple and
to avoid unnecessary complication may occur. One of the big lessons learned by many in the last
year or so was to be more questioning as to what is effectively real. When we know thought
creates we know everything is both real or not real, it is all someone's opinion manifested into
what was perhaps assumed to be absolute. And yet perhaps the only real absolute is that
everything is energy influenced by thought and intention. As such it is the lesson of the
individual, in order to keep things in their life from becoming unnecessarily complicated, to
realize what seems real or has seemed real is not so absolute. It is this awareness which can cause
the individual to focus on their health and wellness and to be quicker when realizing it is a good
idea to avoid the issues of others. Not getting involved in other people's issues may be the single
biggest lesson many have learned. A trine between Saturn and Uranus, both in fire signs, can
indicate sudden unexpected calls for adhering to the rules of others. In this potential will the

12 Friday May 21st - Moon enters Aries 6:12 AM

13 Sunday May 23rd - Moon enters Taurus 8:34 AM
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individual involved be able to question who these rules are for and be able to access the situation
in terms of their individual interest? Even though the individual may have figured out that it is
not a good idea to get overly involved in the affairs of others it is also necessary to take
responsibility for what they had already become tied into. Admitting and owning this
involvement is a major step in the process of releasing such burden.

Approximately seven hours after the Moon enters Gemini we will experience the new Moon in
Gemini. Mars is currently in Gemini and Mercury, planetary ruler to Gemini, is transiting Taurus.
It may appear that some are speaking rather simplistically and merely repeating confident
phrases yet this can be done with some punch and aggression. Some will feel they need to speak
this way as they feel their assumed identity is on the line. Many will for some time, like the next
eighteen months, be seeking validation and confirmation of their significance from others. This
will in many instances, cause some social situations to unravel. Remember several are seeking
this at the same time and so it is like the saying too many chiefs and no underlings. Some may
appear to jump on any situation to explain and demonstrate how great they are. Those who can
follow the dictum of nonchalance and avoid the need for validation from others will do very
well, they will likely be seen as inspiring examples of humility.

14 Tuesday May 25th - Moon enters Gemini 8:16 AM

Next new Moon in Thursday May 25th 3:46 PM

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.

***

(905) 665-9000

For more info r Astrology consultations goto:rmation about Soulsta

Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php

SoulstarAstrology.com

PathfinderReport,com
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Taurus Wednesday April 26th 8:17 AM EST

William Oulton
April 26th   2017

SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY PATHFINDERPATHFINDER ReportReport

Report number 173New Moon Wednesday April 26 2017 8:17 AM EST

01 I accept the massive changes occurring to this our global reality.

02 I am drawn to nature.

03 I feel a comforting connection with the Earth.

04 I am appreciated for my practical ability to stay on track with my purpose.

05 I am moving into impeccable practically with an acute critical nature.

06 Being close to nature in a loving way soothes an overly aggressive mind.

07 Even when my mind is active I can sense the steadiness my body feels from the Earth.

08 When it occurs to me to do so I always intend safety.

09 I pay attention to the ideas which come to me.

10 Amplified sensitivity assists me in deciding what is necessary and what is not.

11 We agree our own independent nature is one of our partnership priorities.

12 I feel the presence of Love in all things.

13 My body directs me to what is significant and important for me.

14 I feel great dedication to family.

15 I am able to stay focused on my ideas and with clarity able to share them.

16 I feel optimistic about my newly formed partnership.

17 I am able to accomplish much because I am able to clearly decide what is doable and what
is not.

18 I am able to navigate my spontaneous impulses safely.

19 I am able to observe where my mind goes and remain centered during the process.

20 I feel a great appreciation for the Earth, I take the time to consider her.

21 I am feeling a steady foundation which brings me comfort and security.


